**URC-300® Transceiver 10 Watt Mobile System**

For a single or dual 10 Watt Mobile Systems, select one or more accessories from each of the categories shown below. **All items are separately priced.**

### 10 WATT MOBILE SYSTEM

For a single or dual 10 Watt Mobile Systems, select one or more accessories from each of the categories shown below. **All items are separately priced.**

#### RADIO AND BRACKET:
- The Universal Mounting Bracket System holds one or two radios. Creating a mobile system begins by selecting the UMB-300K and one or two radios (see back)
- 1 UMB-300K Universal Mounting Bracket System
- 1 or 2 URC-300® VHF/UHF Transceivers

#### POWER ACCESSORY:
- For each radio installed in the bracket, select one of the following power accessories
  - 1 UAC-300 AC/DC Power Supply
  - 1 UDC-300 DC Power Cable

#### ANTENNA & BRACKET:
- Depending on frequency band used for each radio installed in the bracket, select one of the following antennas with associated cable and/or bracket
  - 1 UVU-100S or UVU-130 VHF/UHF Antenna
  - 1 UVU-120S or UVU-140 Triband Antenna (LVHF/VHF/UHF)
  - AMB-100 Mobile Roof Mount Antenna Mounting Bracket
  - AMB-110 Mobile Magnetic Antenna Mounting Bracket

#### AUDIO ACCESSORY:
- For each radio installed in the bracket, select one of the following audio accessories to plug directly into the radio (see back)
  - 1 PTHS-200 Headset
  - 1 PTHS-250 Handset
  - 1 PTHS-300 Speaker Microphone

#### OPTIONAL REMOTE SPEAKER:
- An optional remote speaker and cable may be installed to each radio in the bracket. If used, the audio accessory selected for each radio will connect to the speaker and not directly to the transceiver (see back)
  - 1 PTSH-105 Remote Amplified Speaker
  - 1 USI-300 URC-300 to Remote Speaker Interface Cable

#### FUTURE OPTIONAL REMOTE CONTROL HEAD:
- One remote control head and associated cable supports up to two radios installed in the bracket
  - 1 URH-300 URC-300 Remote Control Head
  - 1 URHI-300 URC-300 to Remote Control Head Interface Cable
  - 1 or 2 USI-310 Remote Control Head to Remote Speaker Interface Cables (one for each radio)
URC-300® Transceiver 10 Watt Mobile System

SINGLE AND DUAL RADIO AND BRACKET MOUNTING

INSTALL WITH OR WITHOUT OPTIONAL REMOTE SPEAKER

* Remote speaker cable is available in lengths of 4 ft and 50 ft
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